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SHOULD not have expected to witness a physician of respectability coming forward as an advocate of a practice in surgery so nearly exploded (at + It may be here worthy of remark, that, in birds of flight, the largest muscles are those flexors which bring the%vings to the side, when they are stretched out in the act of flying. These muscles, when at rest, are always in a relaxed state, and undoubtedly require more perfect freedom from distention than their antagonists' muscles do. The same may be remarked in the human subject, between the deltoid, the spinati, and oilier muscles that raise the arm, and those which are intended to bring it again to the side. The one set, for their rest, require perfect relaxation; whilst the others receive the same degree of ease although they are almost constantly stretched out. In short, it is evident that some muscles naturally require, for their rest, a perfect state of relaxation ; whilst the antagonists to them receive the same quantity of rest, although kept upon the stretch. Clifton, Bristol; Oct. 1820.
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